


MallarmÐ“Â© and Debussy: Unheard Music, Unseen Text, Elizabeth McCombie, Oxford University
Press, 2003, 0199266379, 9780199266371, 219 pages. In this bold approach to the interdisciplinary
study of music and poetry, Elizabeth McCombie examines a series of encounters between
MallarmÐ“Â© and Debussy, both radical innovators in their respective arts. In fresh readings of
MallarmÐ“Â©'s critical prose, the author argues that MallarmÐ“Â©'s poetic theory crates an
architecture for the cohabitation of music and letters. Placing works by the artists alongside one
another in precise readings, McCombie reveals performative structural motifs, analytical tools that
can express our experience of the two arts and their middle ground. The implications of this
relational discourse for literary and musical study reach beyond MallarmÐ“Â© and Debussy. The
apparatus of figures derived here provides a dynamic instrument of inter-art investigation, a
necessary supplement to the individual criticisms of music and poetry, and a powerful new critical
vocabulary for illuminating modernism. --Oxford University Press.. 
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Tradition and Style in the Works of Darius Milhaud 1912-1939 , Barbara L. Kelly, 2003, Music, 212
pages. Described by Maurice Ravel as one of the most considerable talents in French music of his
generation, Darius Milhaud remains a largely neglected composer. This book reappraises ....

This book examines afresh the web of similarities and differences between music and poetry using
works by Mallarmé and Debussy as case studies. It challenges the easy metaphorical
impressionism that has characterized much of the scholarly literature to date. Analyzing Mallarmé's
vision of a shared musico-poetic aesthetic, Elizabeth McCombie derives a set of performative
structural motifs, analytical tools that express our experience of the two arts and their middle ground.

Before recording media, music was a live-performance-only art form, but as art evolves with
technology, humans naturally seek ways to manipulate art with technology. Thus, with the invention
and widespread use of audio tape, tape recorders, microphones, and today&#8217;s digital audio
recorders and non-linear computer mixing and editing, plus the commonplace distribution of music
via the Internet, we see how technology has converged with an art form.

Imagine an excellent sports team who faces an easy opponent - if they always played this same
opponent, they would never be challenged nor would their game skills ever improve. If a violinist
plays one song perfectly, but cannot play anything else well, then the violinist&#8217;s skill cannot
advance. Cognitively, as long as our concepts of what art is remain open and accepting of
challenges and a variety of forms, our understanding and appreciation of art blossoms and our brain
thanks us for new ways of thinking.

In &#8220;Mallarme and Dubussy: Unheard Music, Unseen Text,&#8221; Elizabeth McCombie says
of Mallarme&#8217;s Un coup de des, that &#8220;today is still considered one of the works most
radically disruptive of established poetic codes.&#8221; For Mallarme, poetry should never reveal
anything directly, but use symbolic language that prompts the reader to think.
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